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Executive Summary Campaign Overview. Olivia and Fifth is a Philippine clothing brand that, prior to the campaign, sold its products through Multiply.com and through a local department store chain. The overall goal of the campaign is to increase Olivia and Fifth’s current and future sales by generating two types of conversions: sign-ups for sale and bazaar alerts and order leads. We organized our Adwords campaign into 3 search campaigns and 3 display campaigns, each containing a similar set of adgroups segregated according to product lines. We used two location targets: Manila and Cebu. To improve our campaigns, we made use of optimization techniques such as negative keywords and A/B testing. We also utilized the Keyword Tool, AdWords Editor, Analytics, Conversion Optimizer, DKI and Remarketing. We used specific landing pages for different adgroups and redesigned the website to increase conversions. The initial budget distribution evolved in keeping with the level of effectiveness of the campaigns. Metric



Goals



Results



CTR



0.21%



0.41%



Cost/Click



Php3.41



Php2.40



Ave. Cost/Conv.



Php181.33



Php193.85



Conv. Rate



1.81%



1.24%



Key Results. Search Manila is the most successful campaign in generating clicks and conversions. 75% of all conversions are attributed to this campaign. In contrast, the Brand Campaign is the best performing campaign in terms of CTR and cost per



conversion, despite having the least number of clicks and conversions. Display Manila and Remarketing Campaign generated 7 and 6 conversions respectively. However, the Display Manila campaign generated the lowest CTR, the most number of impressions, and the highest cost per conversion among all campaigns. Our campaign was able to record 8 orders, which translate to Php 13,095 in revenue, as well as 47 sign-ups, from which the owners expect to derive at least 15 more orders. Conclusion. Both of our general campaign goals were met, especially in terms of increasing orders and subscriptions. Aside from these end results, the overall campaign performance also fulfilled most of our pre-set success metrics. The achievements of the project are attributed to careful monitoring and adjustment of campaign elements as well as good use of opportunities and tools provided by Google AdWords. Recommendations. Olivia and Fifth is advised to focus their advertising dollars in Search Manila (or similar campaigns) and to utilize the Conversion Optimizer in those campaigns. The client should also continue advertising using its specific brand name in the Search network. We recommend future marketers to make the best out of AdWords’ remarketing option and to place their ads wisely in style websites and fashion blogs. The client is also encouraged to employ an intelligent website design that promotes conversions.



Industry Component Campaign Overview. We had the privilege of learning from an Adwords campaign launched for Olivia and Fifth last year. From the beginning, our goal to basically do a betterperforming AdWords campaign than the previous one. We set our sights on getting higher average CTR, conversion rate, and lower cost per conversion. Our benchmarks are: CTR of 0.21% (0.83 for search campaigns and 0.19% for display campaign), conversion rate of 1.81%, and cost per conversion of $4.26. To reach our targeted CTR, we made sure that the keywords of our search campaigns have quality scores of 7/10 and higher. For our display campaigns, we made sure that the placements were good by excluding sites that were not relevant to our campaign as well as those sites that attained very low CTRs. We also identified negative keywords to apply in our campaigns. A/B testing was implemented too by testing different descriptive words, such as “Stylish”, “Trendy” and “Latest”, in the headline of the same ad. To improve our conversion rate, we tailor-fitted our landing pages to our adgroups. We also included a call to action in our ads to further encourage conversions. By doing this, we were also able to reduce the cost per conversion. Our campaign was scheduled to run for three weeks. We decided to divide the budget of $250 (Php 10,641.25) equally among our four campaigns at the beginning, and adjust it accordingly based on the campaigns’ respective performance as we move along. In the same way, the number of the campaigns was adjusted based on the evolution of the project. We regularly checked our account to enhance its performance by pausing ads that did not perform well. We used PPC Ad Split Testing Tool to compare the ads. We also utilized the Opportunities Tab and its suggestions to improve our campaign. When it came to major changes in the campaigns, they were decided by all members of the group. Evolution of Campaign Strategy. One of the major changes we made in our AdWords campaign during the first week is the addition of two campaigns that were geo-targeted to Cebu—Search Cebu and Display Cebu. This is upon the suggestion of company owners to explore this location, which is the second most developed city in the Philippines next to Manila. We also used Search Terms to identify additional keywords and negative keywords to help us enhance our campaigns. Aside from cleaning up our campaign, we also modified our website by adding a “Sale and Bazaar” button on every page. This increased our conversion rate from 0.26% (April 26 to April 30) to 0.63% (May 1 to May 4).



On our second week, May 3 to May 10, we increased the budget of our Search Manila campaign to Php 200 because the lost impression share due to budget is relatively high at an average of 20%. We felt that having this high lost IS share is affecting our performance negatively. For instance, the campaign generated only 2 conversions during the first week, and so the group saw potential in the 20% unserved impressions. After making the changes, the lost IS share on the second week fell to 1.45%, and as a result, the ads not only had more impressions but also generated more conversions. Impressed by the results, we increased the budget of our Search Manila Campaign further to Php 400 on May 10. The changes on conversion rate can be seen on the graph above. As we approached the end of our campaign, we received enough conversions to make us eligible to use the Conversion Optimizer option for the Search Manila campaign. From the period of May 11 onwards, the group decided to use it instead of the Focus on Clicks bidding option to increase our conversion rate. That decision has been a success since the conversions and conversion rate shot up as soon as the bidding option was changed as highlighted in the graph on the right. For our Display Manila campaign, constant changes were made on the placements sites. The group decided to exclude sites that did not deliver results, i.e. sites that had more than 1000 impressions but generated no clicks. We also paused ads that had very low CTRs. The changes that were applied affected our campaign positively, and as shown in the graph, we saw an upward trend in the CTR. Moreover, we increased the budget of the campaign from Php 125 to Php 200 on May 7. This resulted to an increase on the number of clicks. Key Results. In general, there were no unpleasant surprises in our campaigns. This does not mean that we knew what to expect. We still tested a number of campaigns, ads, and keywords to see which are effective. Given these tests, we were able to record a higher CTR and total conversions than our benchmarks. We were able to achieve this by increasing the budget of the Search Manila and Display Manila campaigns, adding more negative keywords, excluding irrelevant website placements, pausing low-performing ads, and changing our Search Manila bidding option to Conversion Optimizer. However, our recorded Ave. Cost/Conversion and Conversion Rate were lower than the set goals. The table below compares the set goals with the results.



Metric CTR Cost/Click Total Conversions Ave. Cost/Conv. Conversion Rate



Goals 0.21% Php3.41 47 Php181.33 1.81%



Week 1 0.27% Php 2.95 3 Php792.87 0.37%



Week 2 0.43% Php2.01 23 Php185.61 1.08%



Week 3 0.50% Php2.64 29 Php138.41 1.91%



Total 0.41% Php2.40 55 Php193.85 1.24%



Analytics recorded more conversions than AdWords (9 sales, 51 sign-ups). However, we decided to use AdWords’ data for consistent reporting. We created 6 campaigns to promote Olivia and Fifth. After the first week of the campaign, Search Cebu and Display Cebu were paused because they failed to generate conversions while being comparatively more expensive than their Manila counterparts. Out of all the 6



Campaign



CTR



CPC



Conv.



Cost/Conv.



Brand Campaign Search Manila Remarketing Display Manila Display Cebu Search Cebu



19.11% 1.85% 0.28% 0.12% 0.13% 2.26%



Php2.45 Php1.67 Php4.86 Php3.36 Php5.73 Php3.01



1 41 6 7 0 0



Php73.38 Php118.18 Php237.51 Php440.68 Php0.00 Php0.00



campaigns, the Brand Campaign stood out. It had the highest CTR, conversion rate and the best cost/conversion. The table on the right summarizes the performance of each campaign. In total, we created 25 adgroups. 24 of them received impressions, 23 of them received clicks, and 12 have CTR above 1%. Olivia and Fifth Dress, under the Brand Campaign, was recorded as the best performing adgroup with a CTR of 29.63% and 1 conversion. No adgroups were paused, but low performing ads were. Some ads were paused too late as in the case of those that had already reached more than 1,000 impressions, but had no clicks. This affected the performance of the whole campaign. 132 ads were created to market the products of Olivia and Fifth. Dynamic Keyword Insertion (DKI) was used in 12 ads. At the end of three weeks, we observed that ads that used DKI have higher CTRs and more conversions. Ads with the descriptive words “Stylish” and “Latest” in their headlines performed better based on A/B testing. Lastly, ads with the words “Manila” or “Cebu” in the headline also have higher CTRs compared to other ads. For the Display Manila campaign, we used automatic display placements to tap a larger market. On the first week, non-fashion sites were excluded. On May 8, we excluded placements that have more than 500 impressions and no clicks. Our overall CTR remained at 0.10%. On May 11, 2012, we further excluded websites whose CTRs are less than 0.20%. This allowed us to increase our CTR from 0.10% to 0.12%. We also used Remarketing to further advertise to those whom we know are already interested in Olivia and Fifth. Compared to other Display campaigns, it was observed that the



remarketing campaign performed better. It was able to record 0.26% CTR compared to Display Manila with 0.12% CTR and Display Cebu with 0.13% CTR. During the first week, we had a lot of keywords, and all of them were set as broad match. After testing, we paused all keywords with a quality score of 6 and below (e.g. Olivia and Fifth Party Dresses, Olivia and Fifth Blouses),



Keyword cheap dress women dress new blouses



campaigns. The best performing keywords were



AdGroup Dress (Search Manila) Dress (Search Manila) Blouse (Search Manila) Online Clothing Store in Manila (Search Manila)



also copied within the same adgroup, but set as



Dress



(Search Manila)



and have high impression but no clicks (e.g. casual dress, dress sale). However, it took us two weeks before we were able to do so. This affected the overall performance of the



CTR



Conv.



1.40%



5



1.33%



4



7.39%



3



dress for sale



1.88%



3



beautiful dresses



2.65%



2



phrase match keywords. At the end of three weeks, broad match keywords still performed better compared to phrase match in terms of CTR and number of conversions. The top 5 keywords, based on the number of conversions, are presented in the table on the right. At the end of the three-week campaign, we were able to record a revenue of Php 13,095 from product sales. Aside from that, Ms. Co and Ms. Yong estimated that one-third of the people who signed-up for updates will become customers. Given this figure, out of 47 signups, 15 will result in sales for Olivia and Fifth. Conclusion. Throughout the campaign, we adjusted our strategies to get optimum results. We tweaked with our keywords, placements, ads, and budget. Our initial intention was not to have a perfect campaign, but to create a good campaign that we can learn from and improve along the way. For instance, we discovered how to properly allocate our budget. We learned that the Search Manila campaign can perform most effectively and generate many conversions for the business when it is provided with the proper budget, which tends to be almost thrice as big as those allocated for other campaigns. Given the appropriate budget, our Search Manila campaign generated 41 out of the total 55 conversions. It also had the most number of clicks and maintained better than average figures in terms of CTR, CPC, cost per conversion, and conversion rate. The number of conversions also spiked upwards when the bidding option was changed from Focus on Clicks to Conversion Optimizer. At the beginning, we thought it best to include display campaigns in our online marketing based on the nature of our industry—fashion and retail. With regards to this, our campaign taught us that it is best to incorporate the remarketing option in any future Display Network campaign. Our results show that our remarketing campaign can produce a CTR that is 233%



higher than a normal display campaign (Display Manila) while generating conversions that are 46% cheaper. By incorporating display campaigns, we have learned about the importance of keeping track of ad placements. Having automatic placements can be beneficial because it gives marketers the opportunity to see which sites are helpful and which are disruptive to the campaign. For instance, we saw that ads placed in ecommerce websites are generally performing poorly, while those placed in style websites and fashion blogs general produce high CTRs. All of our conversions also came from such sites. In addition, it is observable that our Brand campaign performed significantly better than all other campaigns because it is very specific and faced low competition. At the end of the AdWords campaign, the Brand campaign generated an average CTR of 19.11% and a cost per conversion of Php 73.38 (less than half of the average cost of all the campaigns). The success of this campaign contributed greatly to the overall results of our AdWords campaign Lastly, we learned about the influence of an effective website to an AdWords campaign. In particular, we noticed that simply putting a Sale and Bazaar Alert button at the upper right hand corner of every page in our website increases our conversions because the link to the conversion is always accessible to the customers. Future Recommendations. We strongly encourage our clients to place a good amount of advertising budget in the Search Manila campaign. It is a good place for the clients to put their money in because it is very effective in generating conversions, which is one of the most important bottom-lines for an online store like Olivia and Fifth. When running Display campaigns, it is best to utilize the Remarketing Option of Google Adwords because it allows ads to perform better and lowers the cost of each conversion. The owners should also maximize their placements by manually placing ads in style websites and fashion blogs, especially those that are proven to produce high CTRs and generate conversions. From beginning to end, the Brand campaign is our most problem-free and bestperforming campaign. Its impressive performance shows that the client will do well in continuously advertising their specific brand because this method helps save advertising dollars while generating a good number of clicks and low-cost conversions. Lastly, we recommend using intelligent website design alongside an effective AdWords campaign. For Olivia and Fifth, specifically putting a Sale and Bazaar alert button at the upper right hand corner of every page increases conversions.  



Learning Component Learning Objectives and Outcomes. When the group decided to participate in the challenge we were very excited and eager to learn new things. We entered the competition having very little knowledge about Google AdWords and how it works. We viewed the challenge as an opportunity to learn more about the use of e-marketing since it is a going trend globally. We also hoped to find out how this new marketing medium can affect the marketing strategies of today’s businesses particularly in the Philippines where this method is not widely used. Having a limited knowledge of Google Adwords, we underwent training to prepare ourselves for the challenge. We learned how to use the data that Google AdWords and Analytics recorded to create a successful campaign. They served as a basis for the actions that were undertaken by the group to improve the overall performance of the campaign. Using Google AdWords, we learned that, through context-sensitive marketing, we could target unique customer groups and make specialized campaigns for them. We could also exclude untargeted customers with the help of negative keywords. By doing so, we gained the ability to advertise only to the people who are more likely to buy. This helps in better utilization and allocation of the advertising budget. One of the key outcomes that the team will remember is that of the Brand Campaign, which is one of the most successful and consistent campaigns from beginning. This is probably due to the fact that when people search for the ‘Olivia and Fifth’ brand, they are most likely interested with the company’s products, thus resulting in a higher CTR, conversion rate, and a lower cost per conversion. We expected our campaign to get high impressions, clicks, as well as a high number of conversions because of the nature of the fashion industry. Many people are searching online for the latest fashion trends, and they are potential customers for online stores like Olivia and Fifth. However, we never anticipated that 20% of the total conversions would be actual orders, since online shopping is not yet very popular in the Philippines. Group Dynamics. After 4 years of working together in various school projects, we already knew each other’s working styles. However, we were all very busy during the campaign period, and we had to face a communication problem. We rarely met as a group because of location barriers and schedule conflicts. We did not have a common time to sit together and work, so we set up online meetings or communicated through e-mail. Whenever we had free time in school, we used it to meet and talk about the campaign.



Since the people in our group are well-acquainted with each other, we knew how to interact and relate. We understand one another, and so whenever conflicts arise, we can come up with a compromise that is amenable to everyone in the group. However, we still managed to surprise each other since this challenge is something new to us. We uncovered new abilities that we were not aware of. This changed the way we conventionally divide our work. Client Dynamics. When we asked the client’s permission to join the Google Online Marketing Challenge, Ms. Co and Ms. Young did not hesitate to give us their approval. During the competition, communication was the main challenge that we experienced with them due to their busy schedules. E-mail was our only means of communicating with them. We informed them about the account where they can view the sign-ups or sales, but we noticed that none of those messages were being read. To solve this problem, we just manually forwarded the sign-ups and sales to their company e-mail address. Our clients were not familiar with AdWords even if they already had an experience with it last year. We had to explain to them many of the things that they needed to know about the campaign, so that they can also give us their insights. We did not expect they will be willing to learn from students like us, even though they are already successful businesspeople. Future Recommendations Client Dynamics: It is important to meet with your client regularly. They can help you to improve your strategies since they know more about the industry. They can also give you important pieces of advice on how to market the business more efficiently. Group Dynamics: Apply job rotation when dividing tasks. This will allow members to learn more, as well as give them the opportunity to experience each other’s tasks. This can help the group to work better. In addition, problems cannot be avoided when working with others because each member has an opinion on what strategies should be used in order for the campaign to succeed. In these instances, open-mindedness and compromise are essential. Strategy: Try everything during the first week of the campaign to test what the market wants and do not want. Afterwards, start cleaning your campaigns until you know more about your market. Furthermore, do not just market your products, but also try to use your campaign to link customers to other offline sources of income (e.g. bazaar schedule). These can serve as your leads, and they are as important as making sales. Learning Experience: Ask advice from people who are currently managing or had managed an AdWords account. They can give you ideas on what strategies you can use for your own account. They can also give you some tips on how to clean up you campaigns.
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